
Year 7: Unit 1 - Lesson Six



Recreating The Cup Song

Learning Objectives

✓ I will explore the work of a professional practitioner

✓ I will develop creative responses to live performances

✓ I will understand the link between music and imagination 



The Original Youtube Sensation  
The original “Cup Song” is a version of the 1931 Carter Family song "When I'm Gone", 

usually performed a cappella with a cup used to provide percussion, as in the cup game. 

This version was first performed and streamed on YouTube by Luisa Gerstein and 

Heloise Tunstall-Behrens as Lulu and The Lampshades in 2009. 

Watch the video from 
here or via the video on 
the website



From Youtube to Film
The song became popular after it was performed by Anna Kendrick in the 2012 film Pitch 

Perfect. Before being given the leading role in the film Pitch Perfect, Anna Kendrick 

found Lulu and The Lampshades version on the Internet and learned it secondhand—

just for fun. She had no idea it would come in handy for the film.

Watch the video from 
here or via the video on 
the website



Practical Task

Find a plastic cup and try to copy the first two bars of the “Cup Song”

Once mastered, add on your section. Try and find a variety of ways to make different 
sounds with the cup. 

Watch the video from 
here or via the video on 
the website



Practical Task

Once mastered, add on your section. Try and find a variety of ways to make 

different sounds with the cup. 

Once completed, include different sounds by creating body percussion such as 

clapping, clicking your fingers or stepping in time.



Term Review

Answer the questions in your booklet in as much detail as 

possible, make sure to give examples where you are able. 

1. I can remember performance terminology and use it when 

describing different pieces (give an example)

2. I have worked hard this term and tried to solve any problems 

by applying my existing knowledge (give an example of when 

you have done that)

3. I have listened to my teacher’s feedback and made changes 

where appropriate (give an example of when you have done so)


